The Akillian Gallery at Massasoit’s Canton campus is featuring the work of Irina A. Pisarenko and Maria Bablyak in an exhibition titled “Mother Daughter Likenesses”, as the college celebrates National Women’s Month.

Russian-born, both reside in Woburn and maintain a professional and creative life. And, although their styles differ dramatically, a closer look reveals similar responses to their canvases by elements in common like color, balance, and the way their art moves your eye around the paintings. Twenty works mainly oil are on display March 2 – 31.

Please join us for the artists’ reception Thursday, March 9, 2017, 5:00 - 7:00 PM. Akillian Gallery, Massasoit Community College, 900 Randolph St., Canton MA. 508-588-1900, ext. 2124 (in Canton) www.massasoit.edu/akilliangallery